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Abstract
TACoS is a tool for synthesizing controllers against specifications of undesired behavior with timing constraints. Given a timed automaton and an
MTL specification, the tool synthesizes a controller that guarantees that every possible execution of the system satisfies the given specification. TACoS
comes with a C++ library with a simple-to-use API and can read from and
write to human-readable text input and output. In this paper, we outline
the approach of the tool and present two examples in further detail.
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1. Motivation
Digital systems interacting with the continuous real world are often safety
critical in the sense that certain unwanted behavior should be avoided. Determining whether a given system is safe has been under extensive research
for various system types. Related to the question of safety is the synthesis of
a controller, which tries to find a component which can ensure safe execution
of a system. Based on observations of the environment, the controller must
select an action from a set of controllable actions such that the resulting
execution trace is guaranteed to satisfy the formal specification.
For formal approaches towards the synthesis problem, an appropriate
abstraction is required, which is able to reflect the relevant characteristics
of a system without adding unnecessary information. Especially for systems
with mixed discrete-continuous behavior, certain modelling concepts have
been introduced. One of the most popular models are timed automata (TAs),
which are widely used in the formal methods community to analyze formal
safety properties.
While safety, i.e., the avoiding of certain system states, is one requirement
that can be checked, other specifications such as reaching certain system
states within a certain time interval (liveness) can be of interest. In general,
specifications are usually formalized via logics. Here, we consider metric
temporal logic (MTL), a timed extension of linear temporal logic (LTL), as
formal specification language. Like LTL, MTL allows to describe temporal properties, but additionally allows timing constraints, e.g., F=1 a, which
requires that an a event occurs exactly one time unit in the future.
The tool TACoS implements an automated approach for the synthesis
of TA controllers for a given MTL specification.
Related Work. Controller synthesis for timed systems has been researched
extensively, in different settings. Tools such as Acacia+ [1], Unbeast
[2], Strix [3], and Spot [4] synthesize controllers for LTL specifications.
LTL synthesis has also been a focus of the Reactive Synthesis Competition
(SYNTCOMP) [5]. In contrast to MTL, LTL does not allow timing constraints. SynthKro and FlySynth [6] synthesize controllers that remain
in or reach a given set of states of a timed automaton rather than controlling
against a logical specification. Uppaal-Tiga [7] and Synthia [8] control
timed automata against a TCTL specification to accomplish reachability or
safety. Uppaal-Tiga has also been extended to models with partial observability [9], using pre-defined controller templates. Casaal [10] synthesizes
a controller for MTL0,∞ specifications. MTL0,∞ is a subset of MTL, where
every bounded until operator may only use an upper or a lower time-bound
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(not both). While many synthesis tools for different kinds of specifications
exist, research on MTL synthesis so far has focussed on theoretical aspects.
We intend to close this gap with TACoS, a tool for full MTL controller
synthesis.
2. Software Description
The tool TACoS [11] is a tool for the automated synthesis of controllers
for systems described by a timed automaton with respect to a specification
formalized in MTL. As such, it augments well-known theoretical results [12]
by a functional, easy-to-use implementation. Based on a TA representation
of a system (the plant) and an MTL formula (the specification), TACoS synthesizes a TA which controls the plant against the specification such that the
composition (i.e., the concurrent execution of the controller and the plant)
does not violate the specification.
The implemented approach in TACoS is based on the theoretical contribution [12] but additionally focusses on practical applications. To realize
this, the tool TACoS features multithreaded synthesis, various search heuristics, early termination, as well as smart pruning and re-using of the nodes
in the search space. All methods required in the tool are shipped as C++
libraries to allow integration into other frameworks. Furthermore, we provide a parser for plant specifications based on Google’s protobuf1 , as well
as multiple visual output methods (interactive and non-interactive) to aid
debugging.
3. Approach
We sketch the approach implemented in TACoS with a small example,
where we have a timed automaton (see Figure 1) with one clock c. Initially,
the automaton is in location l0, from which the clock can be reset at any nonzero (positive) time via the a-transition. Additionally, a second transition
can be taken to reach the location l1, but only if one time unit has passed.
The bad behavior is given by the MTL formula2 e ∨ Fe, which states that the
system violates the specification if the e-transition to location l1 is taken.
The controller can only control the former transition (labelled with a),
while the latter (e) is executed by the environment and thus is not controllable.
1

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
We use MTL with strict semantics, where Fα is satisfied if α is satisfied in at any
point strictly in the future. Therefore, e ∨ Fe is not equivalent to Fe.
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Figure 2: The search graph generated on the input TA from Figure 1 and the MTL
specification e ∨ F(e).
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Figure 3: The synthesized controller.

To track the specification, the MTL formula is
first translated to an alternating timed automaton
a
l0
c>0
(ATA) [13]. Intuitively, an ATA is an automaton that
{c}
tracks the unsatisfied parts of the specification. During
e
the search, a search graph (Figure 2) is explored, which
c=1
{c}
tracks all possible evolutions of the plant along with the
satisfaction status of the specification. A node in the
l1
search graph consists of time-abstracted TA and ATA
configurations and therefore represents a set of of plant
Figure 1: The plant.
states which have similar discrete and temporal behavior. During search, the parts of the unwanted behavior
(specification) that are not yet satisfied are updated based on the actions.
Nodes that allow bad behavior, i.e., nodes where the specification of unwanted behavior is satisfied, are marked as bad, nodes which allow reaching
such a node are subsequently labelled in case no controllable action allows
to avoid reaching a bad node. A controller can be extracted from the search
graph by avoiding nodes leading to bad behavior (see Figure 3). The resulting controller is again a TA that is executed in parallel to the plant. As
the controller must not limit the acceptance behavior of the plant, all of its
locations are accepting (double circle in Figure 3), such that plant states that
are accepting are also accepting in the composition of plant and controller.
As shown in [12], the search always terminates and the resulting controller
is correct. The controller is in general not unique, but in this case implements
a very simple strategy of taking the a-transition repeatedly, thus prohibiting
the environment from executing its transition (e) which potentially leads to
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bad behavior.
4. Example
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(b) The gate.

finish_close
c=1∧t>2
{}

start_open
c=1∧t>2
{}

(c) The resulting controller that controls the gate
against the specification.

Figure 4: A railroad crossing modelled as a synthesis problem: The plant consists of
two TAs: the train and the gate. While the train’s actions are controlled by the environment, the gate’s actions are controllable. The undesired behavior is specified as
e ¬finish close) ∨ (start open U
e ¬leave) ∨ (travel U
e ¬finish open),
((enter ∨ F[0,1] enter ) U
which intuitively expresses that (1) the gate must be closed for at least 1 sec before the
train may enter, (2) the gate must not open before the train has left the crossing, (3) the
gate must open before the train is far behind the gate.

We consider a classical example of a train-gate system [14]. As shown
in Figure 4, the system consists of two parts: an uncontrollable train and a
controllable gate. The train in Figure 4a approaches the gate and is modelled as TA with some timing constraints on its actions, which describe the
travelling time of the train. The gate is modelled as a second TA that may
open and close, as shown in Figure 4b. Opening and closing both takes some
time, which is modeled by having the intermediate states CLOSING and
OPENING and timing constraints on the finish actions. The goal is to synthesize a controller that controls the gate such that the gate is always closed
when the train passes the crossing. Additionally, we require the gate to be
closed for at least 1 sec before the train may enter the crossing. Formally,
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the undesired behavior can be expressed with the following MTL formula:
e ¬finish close)
((enter ∨ F[0,1] enter ) U
e ¬leave) ∨ (travel U
e ¬finish open)
∨ (start open U
Figure 4c shows the synthesized controller. Note that the controller is
able to react to every possible (modelled) behavior of the environment, e.g.,
enter actions at different timepoints. Additionally, if the train never enters
the gate, any sequence of gate operations is admissible because the system
will never reach a final state (which requires that the train is in the location
FAR BEHIND 1 ). This can be seen in the right branch of the controller:
If the get near action does not occur, then the controller responds with
a sequence of start/open actions. While these actions do not violate the
specification, they are not necessary. As this example shows, the resulting
controller is not necessarily minimal.
5. Impact
TACoS provides the first implementation of TA controller synthesis
against full MTL specifications. It ships with a C++ API, which allows applications to integrate the synthesis library, as well as a protobuf API, which
can be used for textual input in a standalone binary.
In the current implementation, a TA controller is synthesized, but we aim
to generalize the approach. We especially expect TACoS to serve as a basis
for further development in the area of program synthesis in the context of
robotics, which is part of the current development.
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